
BED



CLARYSSE MEANS LUXURY.

Luxury is Clarysse’s middle name. From the finest yarn 
to a perfected finish, right down to the bag we store our 
bedding in. Only the best is good enough. You are sure 

to feel like royalty with these collections.

CLARYSSE MEANS DURABILITY.

Our bedding is not just stunning. It is also extremely 
durable and made with the best materials. From natural 

linen to organic cotton to our wood-based TENCEL™ 
Lyocell line, we offer you a strong product that lasts 

a lifetime.

CLARYSSE MEANS COMFORT.

The softest sheets and the cosiest duvets. That’s 
why you should choose Clarysse bedding. Experience 

unmatched comfort and enjoy a refreshing night’s sleep 
with any of our products.

BED

LUXURY 
THAT LASTS
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OUR  
PROMISE

Clarysse’s bedding is more than qualitative sheets 
and comfortable duvets. It is a safe haven. A gentle 
embrace. A refuge after a long day. We are with you 
for all the special moments and give your everyday 

life that extra comfort.
DESIGNED IN BELGIUM 

All our sheets, pillowcases and duvets 
are designed in Belgium, where we 
safeguard both exquisite quality and 
timeless design. Always with the latest 
trends in mind.

MADE IN EUROPE

Our bedding and duvets are made in 
Europe which matches Clarysse’s core 
value of fair working conditions and 
local2local practices. It also means that 
we ensure a fast lead time and guarantee 
the best quality.

WIDE BOTTLENECK

Our duvet covers are equipped with 
a 40 cm long bottleneck and a wide 
opening. The result is that your sheet 
stays in place during the night which 
creates an extra snug feeling. Make the 
bed crisp and tight in the morning for 
an exquisite hotel look.

OEKO-TEX® CERTIFIED

Clarysse ensures a safe product as 
we don’t use any harmful chemicals 
or substances in our collections. 
This mindset earned us the OEKO-TEX® 
certification for all our bedding.
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MATCHING BAG

At Clarysse we are protecting the planet 
by reducing plastic waste. So, with all our 
duvet covers comes a matching bag in 
the same fabric to keep your new bedding 
nice and clean. You can use it to store 
your sheets or as a nice reusable bag for 
all your shopping needs. Your choice.

MIX & MATCH

Clarysse gives you the ultimate mix and 
match opportunity. As our pillowcases 
are sold separately, you can pick different 
colours for your sheets and pillowcases, 
in any of our fabrics. There are dozens of 
combinations. It’s up to you.
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THE ART OF  
COMFORT

COSY COTTON

Our superb 100% organic cotton fabric 
gives cotton a little something extra. 
This safe and natural choice is not just 
made with cotton percale to give it a 
crisp look, it’s also been pre-washed 
for an extra soft touch. Cotton sheets 
are amazingly breathable, lightweight 
and easy to maintain. A great Sunday 
feeling on a regular day.

SILK + TENCEL™ LYOCELL = HEAVEN

As a dedicated eco-conscious company, 
it should come as no surprise that 
we are using the most eco-friendly 
materials for our bedding. This idea 
resulted in our TENCEL™ Lyocell /silk 
blend, combining the best of both 
materials into one exquisite sheet. 
TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres, made of 
natural wood material, result in an 
incredibly soft fabric that is highly 
absorbent and breathable. These 
characteristics are combined with the 
subtle lustre and smooth touch of silk. 
And they are great for skin and hair! 
Perfection.

LINEN THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Our 100% linen bedding is made 
with Euroflax linen, meaning the flax 
is harvested in Europe and is of the 
finest quality. It is also pre-washed for 
a nice natural effect and gets softer 
with every wash. Linen is characterised 
by an amazing breathability and has 
antibacterial properties. These sheets 
are great for year-round use, as they 
are cool in summer and warm in winter.

Choosing the right fabric is crucial for the optimal 
sleeping experience. Whether you need something 

breathable, luxurious or lightweight, we are here 
to help you make the right choice. All natural of 
course, as we don’t use synthetic fibres in any of 

our sleeping products.
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ALL-SEASON DUVETS

New in the Clarysse family are our 
duvets. They come in two varieties: 
a summer duvet and a mid-season 
duvet. Put together they will keep you 
warm and comfortable during cold 
winter nights. Composed of separate 
sections, the filling stays in place no 
matter how much you toss and turn at 
night. Choose between lightweight and 
luxurious down or cosy and breathable 
wool. Both are incredibly sustainable 
options. Whichever you choose, you 
are sure to get a great night’s sleep.
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Made of 100% premium organic cotton, this sheet 
is incredibly lightweight and breathable. Perfect to 
create that holiday feeling on a regular weekday. 
Pre-washed for an extra soft touch, it is sure to 

leave you well-rested in the morning.

ORGANIC 
COTTON

EASY 
CARE

EXTRA 
SOFT

 PRE- 
WAShEd

NOA
WASHED COTTON
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COLOURS

Birch
3042

Greystone
3041

Chalk green 
3044

Powder pink
3043

Composition: 

100% organic cotton 

NOA
PRODUCT RANGE

DUVET COVERS PILLOWCASES

Single 140 x 220 cm Square 70 x 70 cm

double 240 x 220 cm Rectangular 55 x 75 cm

Large double 260 x 240 cm

Weight: 

120 G/M2
280
TC
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Made of the world’s finest flax, our 100% linen 
sheets wrinkle in a natural way, creating an 

effortless luxury. The best part: the more you wash 
it, the softer the fabric becomes. You won’t ever 

want to leave your bed.LIV
LINEN

EUROFLAX 
LINEN

 ThERMO- 
REGULATING

 PRE- 
WAShEd

hIGhLY 
BREAThABLE
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LIV
PRODUCT RANGE

COLOURS

daisy
3050

Natural linen
3051

Forest fog 
3052

Olive
3054

Butterscotch
3053

Red clay 
3055

Composition: 

100% Euroflax linen 

DUVET COVERS PILLOWCASES

Single 140 x 220 cm Square 70 x 70 cm

double 240 x 220 cm Rectangular 55 x 75 cm

Large double 260 x 240 cm

Weight: 

170 G/M2
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Grace brings a luxurious touch into your bedroom. 
Made of TENCEL™ Lyocell, it is incredibly supple, 
eco-friendly and unfavourable for antibacterial 

growth. Add a dash of silk and you get ultra-soft 
sheets with a luxurious lustre. Ready to experience 

the ultimate comfort?
GRACE

SILK + TENCEL™ LYOCELL

 ANTI- 
WRINKLE

hIGhLY 
ABSORBENT

EXTRA 
SOFT

SUBTLE
LUSTRE
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COLOURS

Shell white
3048

Almond cream
3047

Mahogany 
3046

Midnight ocean
3049

Forest green
3045

Composition: 

90% TENCEL™ Lyocell, 10% silk 

GRACE
PRODUCT RANGE

DUVET COVERS PILLOWCASES

Single 140 x 220 cm Square 70 x 70 cm

double 240 x 220 cm Rectangular 55 x 75 cm

Large double 260 x 240 cm

Weight: 

130 G/M2
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dURABLE  YEAR- 
ROUNd USE

hIGhLY 
BREAThABLE

Experience perfect serenity with our duvets. Made 
in two varieties (summer and mid-season) to fulfil 

all your needs, they are divided into sections to 
keep the filling in place. Filled with either organic 

wool or comfortable goose down, our duvets 
guarantee you’ll sleep like never before.

DUVETS
MEL

GUS

365
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MEL
WOOL DUVETS

SIZES
Summer 
150 g/m2

Mid-season 
300 g/m2

Single 140 x 220 cm 1,5 kg 2,2 kg

double 240 x 220 cm 2,6 kg 3,0 kg

Large double 260 x 240 cm 3,6 kg 4,0 kg

Our wool duvets and pillows ensure a great breathability 
and thermoregulation, making them perfect for year-

round use. As they are made from high-quality organic 
wool, they are extremely soft and warm. Wool also 

neutralises odours due to its antibacterial properties. 
Engulf yourself in dreamlike comfort with our wool 

duvets. Perfect for counting sheep.

GUS
DOWN DUVETS

Ticking: 

100% organic percale cotton

Composition: 

100% organic sheep wool

210
TC

down duvets have amazing insulating properties and 
are extremely lightweight and breathable. In other 
words, they are great for that comfortable feeling 

during cold winter nights, and they leave you well-rested 
in summer. Made from 90% down and 10% feathers, 

they are both soft and durable. The ticking is also down 
proof, which means the filling won’t come out. 

A luxurious choice for year-round use.

233
TC

Ticking: 

100% percale cotton

Composition: 

90% down, 10% feather

SIZES
Summer 
100 g/m2

Mid-season 
200 g/m2

Single 140 x 220 cm 1,24 kg 1,46 kg

double 240 x 220 cm 2,12 kg 2,64 kg

Large double 260 x 240 cm 2,46 kg 3,12 kg

 ThERMO- 
REGULATING

 INSULATING  EXTRA 
SOFT

SUSTAINABLE 
dOWN

ORGANIC 
WOOL

dOWN-PROOF 
TICKING
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CARE  
INSTRUCTIONS

THE FIRST USE

Before you can use your new bedding, 
we advise you to first wash your 
sheets at 40 °C. This will increase 
both absorbency and breathability. 
Our duvets do not have to be washed 
for the first use.

WASHING

Wash your sheets, pillows and duvets 
at 40 °C to preserve their luxurious 
condition. Only wash one double sheet 
or two single sheets at the same time 
for thorough cleaning. Please turn your 
sheets inside out to preserve their quality 
and colours. Only add a little laundry 
detergent and no softener, as this could 
create a film on the fabric. To avoid 
creasing, always remove wet sheets 
from the washing machine as soon as 
possible. Please wash anything with 
buttons and zippers separately to avoid 
wear and tear. Wash with similar colours.

Our duvets may be washed at 40 °C 
at a low spinning speed on a wool 
programme with a small amount of 
detergent for delicate or wool wash. 
Frequent airing is recommended.

Our bedding is made with the finest materials and, 
when cared for properly, can withstand the wear 

and tear of everyday use. To fully enjoy your sheets 
for years to come, we advise you to follow our 

care instructions.
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DRYING 

You may dry your sheets in the tumble 
dryer at a low temperature. Our duvets 
should be air dried on a flat surface or 
gently dried at a low spinning speed and 
a low temperature. Avoid direct sunlight 
to prevent discolouration.

IRONING 

Our sheets cause minimal creasing 
which makes ironing unnecessary. 
Should you want to iron the sheets, 
you may do so at a low temperature. 
Please turn the sheets inside out to 
preserve the quality and colour.

TO BLEACH OR NOT TO BLEACH

Bleach might affect the fabric and 
colour of our bedding. We do not 
recommend using bleach or bleach-
based laundry detergent, even in 
a diluted form, as this might affect 
the colour and quality.
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